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About This Game

BLACKFAUN is a fast paced roguelike with RPG elements, it is built on the principles of skill-based, challenging combat and
replayability.

Players will join a faun tasked with a mysterious quest given to her by her parents. To prove her worth as heiress to the crown,
she must battle her way through unforgiving, randomly-generated dungeons on her journey of self-discovery. Along the way,
you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat variations.

You’ll fight against cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

Featuring a different experience on each play-through, Blackfaun aims to deliver a unique experience built on a solid foundation
of fun, intense combat. Drawing inspiration from some of our favorite games, Blackfaun will bring dungeons to life with vibrant

colors, clean character designs, and a rich original soundtrack for a fully immersive experience.
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FORTY UNIQUE ENEMIES AND BOSSES

Battle your way through cunning and relentless enemies that employ advanced tactics and abilities to exploit your weaknesses.

PROCEDURALLY GENERATED DUNGEONS

Explore unforgiving, procedurally-generated dungeons as you help Eri on her journey of self-discovery. Enjoy endless hours of
Blackfaun fun as you experience new layouts on each playthrough.

A LARGE VARIETY OF DIFFERENT ITEMS

Along the way, you will uncover an incredible variety of powerful items with over 100 mechanics and thousands of additional stat
variations.

ORIGINAL STORY AND SOUNDTRACK

Unfold the relationship between Eri and her estranged brother, Pan, as each character shares their perspective of events. Their
mysterious journey is accompanied by a rich and original soundtrack.
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VANQUISH your foes as you brave your way through harsh environments, each with its own set of baddies that try to hinder
Eri in her quest for truth.

This isn’t your standard ARPG. You’ll be on the move dodging projectiles and melee attacks, pushing enemies out of your path,
turning ethereal, and making use of a huge variety of spell effects to stay alive against all kinds of creatures.
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DISCOVER tons of items that boost your ability to dispatch your foes! Blackfaun aims to deliver a replayable experience that
relies on play skill rather than time-played. As Eri, you will be collecting gear -- hidden throughout the environments and

guarded by fearsome boss monsters.
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In the process, balance your inventory by choosing between powerful stats and special abilities granted by different items. Be on
the lookout for consumables left behind by fallen enemies to help replenish your resources.

NAVIGATE a carefully crafted world -- goblin forests, haunted temples, dank sewers, and decadent palaces. Blackfaun places
emphasis on each individual playthrough as its own experience rather than a grind to the top of the level meter.
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EXPERIENCE the plot as it unfolds. Eri, along with her birth-rune, Lex, seek to uncover the meaning of the quest her parents
tasked her with. Eri is the heir apparent, but must complete her trial before she can claim the throne. On their journey, the two

encounter Pan -- Eri’s long-estranged brother. After dismissing him initially, Eri and Lex being to wonder about his intentions as
they try to parse his riddles.
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Title: Blackfaun
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Wild Guess Software
Publisher:
Wild Guess Software
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 400 or Equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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awful game, wouldnt even be that bad if they didnt start every single word with a capital letter but no, super annoying..
Absolutely fantastic TD. Best one I've played in a long, long time. Cannot recommend enough if you even have a passing
interest in TD games.. Guys I'm 100% a biologist and historian, this is actually what happened back then. Dinosaurs invented
football and military grade weapons. We have found fossilized football courts and weapons.

PS. don't tell PETA about this game.. Its a more developed flappy bird whith pugs and a lot of nice loking levels. And last but
not least boss battels.
Worth the pay and its a good time spender considering the amount i paid for it.. For two dollars I was not expecting a great
tower defense game. What I got was probably my favorite tower defense I've ever played.

It's pretty straightforward, and not overly complicated. Each type of turret is entirely worth it if you upgrade it enough.

This game is incredibly satisfying, and the levels provide some great escher-feeling game play.

Playing with other people is also great fun (and great aggrivation until you figure out how to work together.) It does lag a bit
when you play with three or more people, but it doesn't really effect gameplay.

Not sure how long I've sat here playing this, but I worked an 11 hour day starting at 8am, and I got home and played until 3 am
because I couldn't stop playing.

HIGHLY reccomend this.. Absolute perfection!!
. Love this game! If you like My Time at Portia, you will love this game. I like that there is always something going on with the
planet, but you still relax and farm, mine, or use a magic staff on enemies. Very fun!
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GT-R
enough said. Another one of those 'match 3 colors' games. In this one you have to guide a stream across the colored blocks using
arrows which you can turn using your mouse. It's ok I guess, it entertained me enough to write a little review about it. If you can
get it cheap, it's worth a try.

[Rating: 71\/100]. Hexvade is a game that actually interested me since I heard it was being developed by Andy Mark who's
friends with a few people that I close to, so I figured I'd try to give it a shot eventually. I gave it about 2 hours to take a look into
it, see it's pros and cons, and weather I find this game good. (This is all based on experience with Single Player.)

Firstly I must say the simple graphic design is sorta of a vein to something like classic or retro games of the Mid 80's, and to
boot the difficulty I must say is actually really challenging (Like if you aren't prepaired to be challenged by a game, this game
will crush you almost immediately.) This game will be brutal, though there are problems with that. Some of the bosses are much
easier than others. The Lizard per example is much harder to beat that The Ninja the first time around. Vice versa and you can
switch them around, but recommended to take down the easier bosses first. Some Items in this game you can pick up are better
than others obviously, though that's sometimes different in certain situations which I like. Some of the Boss patterns can be
tricky and some can be easy. A lot can be going on at times which is hard to sort of grasp but it's not super unfair, though at
times it can be.

The game as I said had a graphic design that was simple though it quite looks nice and appreciate the artistry, the boss designs
are quite nice and have a lot of charm. Same with the HexMAN which is easily the best character (Totally.) There is a lot to love
with it, and to go along with it the soundtrack is quite a gem. Really if you haven't, do yourself a favor and check out Loeder on
Youtube and listen to his music. He's one of a kind. The presentation is easy to understand and you have to memorize very few
things during playing the game which is good since it keeps things much less complicated than they need to be.

There are a few things that kinda happen that distract the gameplay like colission detection sometimes seems to be finicy,
especially in the Hex Block that drop as you can phase right through them, Some of the times when you collect an item you
don't get it sometimes which makes no sense but it happened to me on a few occassions. Sometimes the hitbox sort of lags
behind and when I hit the head of a character that can be hit there the hitbox of something (Say the tail) is still there and I take
damage for it instead.

On one last note, this game I feel is a good game, not great though it has a lot of potential. I quite enjoyed the 2 hours I spent
with it and yes I know I haven't played Mulitplayer but as a Single Player game it's quite enjoyable and I recommend people
who are fans of challenging platformers and Boss Rush types of games. It's well worth the money asked.. The backgrounds for
this game are beautiful, but that's really all I have to say is good about the game.

Is the game good for it's simple concept? Yes.
You try to catch a ball and fling it at other people. There's a power-up in the middle that you can fight over.

Is the game worth the price asked? Absolutley not.

I would be happy with the pricetag if there was at *least* online multiplater instead of only local. When this games gets as low
as $4, I'd be happy to pick it up. As of now though, the game is seriously overpriced for what it is.. Extremely underwhelming.
An atmospheric on-screen production of one of the early Fighting Fantasy gamebooks.
The game is set in the FF continent of Allansia and you must travel to the treacherous Icefinger Mountains to find and defeat
(not just once, but twice!) the evil Snow Witch Shareella, who is planning to unleash a new ice-age on the world.
Ian Livingstone's original book has really been brought back to life (defrosted?) here. The game is exactly as it woz (all those
years ago!) and not only are the original b&w artworks here, but new colour reworkings as well. The nostalgic feel of the game
is perfect.
There are options for background music and sound effects, as well as a great series of 30 achievements ranging from difficult to
amusing. There are also Steam trading cards for this game.
This game is rather more linear than most, with two distinct sections. I believe it was originally two shorter adventures combined
into one longer story.
This game is extremely combat heavy, as well as requiring certain correct path choices to find items. The standard Adventurer
mode is tough, even with high initial scores, and the hardcore Hero mode is brutally difficult (near impossible) even with the
highest possible starting scores, so there is plenty of (frustrating) replay value in this one.
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TinManGames have produced five of the original FF games as standalone titles (more about them elsewhere) and this is a very
good installment.. I was real excited to finally see a shooter that actually had some cover, because there have been about 30 Vive
shooters where you stand in the open with nothing to duck behind, and ducking behind things is fun.

Unfortunately, in its current state, Cogs and Cowboys is extremely clunky and not enjoyable in the slightest. You'll watch the
trailer and think of exciting cowboy action, rapid-firing away with dual revolvers like classic cowboy fare, but in reality the the
gameplay is bland and unenjoyable, with many major flaws. [Note: At the time I wrote this review a major issue was that there
were all kinds of delays on your rate of fire, although supposedly some have been fixed since.]

*The weapon selection system uses a great idea, but the execution is very poor, so it takes intense concentration and several
attemps to change weapons. The first robot has always started shooting at me by the time I've equipped a weapon in both hands
*There is an unacceptably long delay (maybe .2 or .25 seconds?) between when you pull the trigger and when the gun actually
fires. As if the game needed more excuses to limit your ROF
*The game encourages you to dual-wield, but your guns are so unresponsive and your effective rate of fire is so severely limited
that you'll never hit anything in this manner. Might as well put down one controller and only use one gun.
*The sound is bland to the extreme and poorly mixed. The audio would be more exciting if your friend was watching you play
and making sound effects with his mouth
*There's a long rifle but no two-handed aiming afaict
*Forces you to type in your name every time you die

Supposedly these issues have been fixed, but I already refunded the game and can't verify:
*Loading the revolvers and rifle seems to require you to swipe from top-to-bottom on the touchpad, which I guess is
supposed to simulate pulling the hammer down, but it's way too finicky. Sometimes it doesn't work, othertimes it
works with just a tap
*There's at least half a second of delay between when you pull the hammer back and when you can actually fire,
painfully limiting your rate of fire and making it very difficult to tell if you've actually cocked the gun correctly. A
Bomberman recreation with darkness mode on. Not a very long game but challenging and even the maps are designed
to allow you to replay them since it's hard to remember them. The in-game builder is useful for creating own maps.
Although it's not a thriller, I love how the soundtracks darkens the mood. I recommend it especially for this price.
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